
 

Also, it is supposed to be a burning tree. It depicts the process of discovering the. The figure is shown holding a pair of scales
and thus symbolizes justice and balance between good and evil (which has been shown throughout Hinduism as well as
Buddhism).The right hand side of the sculpture is left open for us to see that there is more behind this scene. The boy's face
resembles Krishna with golden hair and he has several weapons tied around his waist, one such weapon being a sword hanging
down from over his shoulder (meant to symbolize karma). The part where this sculpture was found is now a village known as the
"Yadu Kshetra" in Andhra Pradesh, India. It is believed to have been made by a Saint of Krishna Temple named Rama Krishna
Raya Bhanja. It is considered to be a great treasure of India and it has been a site of pilgrimage since ancient times.

'Sri Krishna Rayabaram Padyalu' had made its way to India from Nepal through the region of Assam and Bihar. It was found in
Mathura, Uttar Pradesh (North) and not in Andhra Pradesh where it is presently located. The sculpture depicts Krishna with his
head bent down. He is wearing the traditional Nehru jacket or "Veshti" of Odisha which was later picked up by the British
architect of the Raja of Gaur who carved it out of alabaster. This very sculpture had been lost for ages before it was
rediscovered in 1884 forming part of the Rudolph's Asian Antiquities collection. The sculpture was found about six meters
below ground level which makes its veracity doubtful.

The earliest source on this subject is section I, chapter 4, "Lord Visnu Visvarupa Samarangana , p-858a". This section is
mentioned in the text of the 14th century "Kalki Purana" ("Sri Krishna Rayabaram padyalu-vijaya" verse 6) but the sculpture
itself is mentioned in "Shiva Purana", chapter 16, v. 4, p. 10, where it is described as being of eight feet height. Another source
on this subject which has become popular among devotees of Sri Krishna is a book published by Shri Karan Singh titled 'Bhakti
Marga' (currently out of print). Sri Krishna Rayabaram Padyalu 's global popularity can be traced back to 1960 when it was
purchased by Dr. Hans Guber, a Swiss Anthropologist and a goldsmith who is credited with bringing this ancient sculpture of Sri
Krishna back to the international public. In 1970, Dr. Hans Guber passed away leaving his three sons into a difficult
predicament which culminated in the sale of the sculpture in Zurich, Switzerland into an anonymous buyer at a price of $300
per carat for a total sum of $5 million. This started the 'The Sculpture Saga' which lasted for about one year in which the
members of Dr Guber's family claimed to have been in contact with Sri Krishna himself in order to recover their lost statue.
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